INDIAN SCHOOL DARSAIT
ANNUAL EXAM, MARCH,2018
SOCIAL SCIENCE
(Sample paper -2)
Class: VII
Max.Marks: 80
Date: 21.02.2018
Time: 3 hours
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:
 All Questions are compulsory. Write neat and legible.
 Marks are indicated against each question.
 Questions from serial number 1 to 10 are multiple choice questions. Choose the correct answer. Each
question carries one mark.
 Questions from 11-21 are 2 marks questions. Answer of these questions should not exceed 40 words.
 Questions from serial number 22 to 28 are 3 marks questions. Answer of these questions should not
exceed 60 words each.
 Questions from serial number 29 to 33are 4 marks questions. Answer of these questions should not
exceed 80 words each.
 Question number 34 is a 5 mark question. Answer of these questions should not exceed 100 words
each
 Question number 35 is a map question of 2marks.After completion; attach the map with answer sheet.
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Choose the correct answer.
(Q.No.1-10)
Alvars are devotees of -----------------------------a)Shiva
b) Vishnu
c) Krishna
Who was an important leader of Jats ---------------------------a)Chauraman
b) Shivaji
c) Shankara
The last Nawab of Awadh-------------------------a)Wajid Ali Shah
b)Ananthavarman
c)Chaidanyadeva
The city which provides an excellent example of religious co-existence---------------------a)Ajmer
b)Tanjavur
c)Hampi
Generally warm ocean currents originate near--------------------------a)Ocean
b) Poles
c) Equator
The process by which people and goods move --------------------------a)Transport
b)Communication
c)Transhumance
A person sells goods to consumers---------------------------a)Exporter
b)Wholesaler
c)Retailer
The word used to a TV or radio programme that is widely transmitted ------------------------a)Mass media
b)Public protest
c)Broadcaste
Stamping a product with a particular name is known as --------------------------a)Branding
b)Advertising
c)Marketing
When government curbs news, it is called ------------------------------------a)Reliable
b)Censorship
c)Balanced report
Answer the following questions
Draw a diagram to show water cycle.
Distinguish between spring tide and neap tide.
How are depression and oasis formed?
Weekly markets are cheaper than other markets. Give any two reasons.
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What do you mean by the term ‘coalition government”? What is majority in legislature?
Why media is not independent?
Write any two disadvantages of commercial advertisement.
Observe picture and answer the questions briefly.
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a) Identify the historical monument

b) Why was the architecture distinctive?
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What are miniatures? Name the style of miniature painting developed around the Himalayan
foot hills by late 17th century.
Name two ways in which Mughal nobility was divided.
How the market streets were called? Who levied taxes on traders,artisans,and articles on trade?
Who led Marathas after the death of Shivaji? Differentiate between Chauth and Sardeshmukhi.
Explain the following terms.
a)Hospices
b)Langar
c)Hagiography
Explain orographic rain fall with the help of a diagram.
Explain slash and burn agricultural system.
What are the major occupations of the people of the South African grasslands?

1+1=2

Establish relation between market and inequality.
How did the word branding emerge?
How is an MLA elected? What are the functions of the members of the legislative assembly?
Explain the functions of chief ministers and other ministers.
Who were known as later Mughals? What were the common features of the three Mughal
provinces?
Explain the teachings of Guru Nanak.
Define population density. ‘The density of population in Ganga Brahmaputra basin is very
high’. Justify the statement.
What are grasslands? Give an account of climate temperate grass land of North America.
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On the given political outline map of world identify and label the following features.
a)Amazon river basin
b)Temperate grass lands of South Africa
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